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We disprove the following conjecture of Fiiredi and Seymour: 
CONJECTURE. If J is an intersecting hypergraph on n vertices, then there is a set 
of n pairs of vertices uch that each member of 3- contains one of the pairs. © 1994 
Academic Press, Inc, 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We begin with a conjecture of Larman [18]. A hypergraph on a set X is 
just a family of  subsets of X. The elements of X are called vertices, and 
the elements of g edges. A hypergraph is said to be k-intersecting if any 
two of its members have at least k common elements, and intersecting if it 
is 1-intersecting. 
COYJECTURE 1.1. I f  J is a k-intersecting hypergraph on n vertices, then 
there is a partit ion ~ = ~l  u . .  • u 3 -  n with each ~ (k  + 1)-intersecting. 
This is motivated by, and for uniform 3-  (i.e., J in which all edge sizes 
are equal) is a special case of, "Borsuk's conjecture" stating that any 
bounded set in R d can be covered by d + 1 sets of smaller diameter. (See 
[6] or, e.g., [10].) 
For k = 1, a stronger version was proposed in the mid-1980s by Fiiredi 
and Seymour (see [9, 15]): 
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CONJECTURE 1.2. Any intersecting hypergraph 9- on n vertices can be 
covered by n pairs of vertices. 
(A pair x, y of vertices covers an edge A if {x, y} _c A, and a set of pairs 
covers 3- if each edge of 9- contains at least one of the pairs.) 
Here we disprove this conjecture. This is stated formally in the next 
section. 
Remarks. 1. Of course, our original intention in considering Conjec- 
ture 1.2 was to see if a counterexample might suggest a way to disprove 
Larman's conjecture. In subsequent work [14], we give a surprisingly 
simple class of counterexamples to Larman's conjecture, which disprove 
Borsuk's conjecture in a very strong sense, showing that there are sets in 
R" which cannot be covered by (1.1) ~- sets of smaller diameter. These are 
uniform examples with parameters n = (4q) ,k  = 2q 2, and edge size 4q 2. 
/ k 
\ - -  ! 
They do not seem to shed any light on the case k = 1 of Conjecture 1.1, a 
case of particular interest because of its similarity to the well-known 
Erd6s-Faber-Lovlsz conjecture (see, e.g., [8]). (The examples given here 
also fail to disprove Conjecture 1.1 for k = 1; see Section 2.) 
2. The most obvious way to disprove Conjecture 1.1 for k = 1 would 
be to find an intersecting family Y containing no 2-intersecting subfamily 
of size [[ Y l /n  ]. However, Ffiredi and Seymour (see [15]) showed that any 
intersecting 9- does contain such a subfamily. In fact, they proved that 
there is always some pair which covers at least [3-[/n edges. 
More generally, they proved the following fractional version of Conjec- 
ture 1.2 (see [15]; a stronger form, which we do not state, was proved by 
Alon and Seymour). 
THEOREM 1.3. I f  Y is intersecting on a set V of size n, then there is a 
function f :  (v )~ R + satisfying 
E f({x, y}) >_ 1 
{x, yJcA 
Ef ({x ,  y}) _< n. 
for each A ~ g ,  and 
A simple proof of this is given in [15] (for which see also some discussion 
of the similarity between Larman's conjecture and the Erd6s-  
Faber-Lovfisz conjecture). The examples of [14] disprove even the frac- 
tional version of Larman's conjecture. 
The contrast between the falsity of Conjecture 1.2 and the truth of its 
fractional version is one of the more interesting features of the present 
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work. This is similar to establishing 'lower bounds on the chromatic 
number of an n-vertex graph G which substantially improve the trivial 
x(G) > n/a(G),  where X and a denote chromatic number and indepen- 
dence number, respectively (see, e.g., [5] for definitions). 
Such results are fairly rare. Perhaps the best known are Lovfisz' proof of 
Kneser's conjecture [19] and (though not in this language) Borsuk's theo- 
rem (stating that a ball in R d cannot be covered by d sets of smaller 
diameter) [6]. A counterexample to Conjecture 1.1 for k = 1 would again 
be such a result. (The graph in this case would have vertex set 3- and edge 
set 
{AB:A ,B~3- , IA  NBI  = 1}.) 
3. As shown by Fiiredi and Seymour (see [9]), any 9- as in Conjecture 
1.2 can be covered by about n 4/3 pairs. We expect, but have not checked, 
that our construction, with parameters uitably modified, gives a lower 
bound of n ~+= for some fixed positive e. We have no guess as to the 
correct exponent here. (To at least prove the lower bound Kn for any fixed 
K only requires changing the constants C, D introduced in the next 
section.) 
2. CONSTRUCTION 
Let V = [n], k = c~/n-, M = Dn log n and p = k/n,  where properties 
required of the constants C, D will be specified below. (We pretend 
throughout the paper that all large numbers are integers.) 
Let ~,~ = {A 1 . . . . .  AM}, where each A i is a random subset of V chosen 
according to 
Pr (x  ~Ai )  =p VX ~ V, (1) 
these choices mutually independent. Define 
3-= {F c V: F AA i 4 = 0 Vi, F D A i for some i}. 
Note that J is clearly intersecting. We will show that (for large n) it is 
usually a counterexample to Conjecture 1.2: 
THEOREM 2.1. Almost surely 3- cannot be couered by n pairs from V. 
The proof of this given in Section 4 and 5 seems unnecessarily compli- 
cated. The authors would appreciate it if someone would find an easier 
one. 
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Remark. As mentioned in the Introduction, the present construction 
does not provide a eounterexample for the case k = 1 of Conjecture 1.1. 
To see this, let ,~-= 9-1 u . . .  u ~-~, where each F ~ ~- is placed in 
some Yj. for which 
j E F \ A i for some Ai  with F D Ai .E ~¢C 
(It is easy to see that almost surely every F ~ 3- contains such a j, i.e., 
that no A i is in 3-.) The reader may easily verify that each ~ is 
2-intersecting. 
This suggests the following weakening of Conjecture 1.2, which would 
still be stronger than the case k - -  1 of Conjecture 1.1: I f  9-  is an 
intersecting hypergraph on the vertex set [n], then there is a partition 
9"- = 9-1 1") " ' "  l )  o~- n "wilh each Yi 24ntersecting and 
i ~ F Vi ~ [n] ,  F ~ ~i .  
3. RwwEw 
We collect here a few fairly standard facts which we need at various 
points in the proof. 
A. If X1 , . . . ,  X m are i.i.d, random variables with 
Pr (X  i = 1) =p,  
p (x, = o )  = 1 - p ,  
and X = EX i, then (E,[X] = np aTld) for all e > O, 
Pr(LX - up[ > enp) < exp[ -e2np/2  + O(e3np)], (2) 
and 
Pr(X-  np >_ enp) < ~[e~(1 + e)_(1+~,]~, .,I (3) 
These are basically from [7]. See [1, Theorems A.II-A.13, pp. 237-238] 
for explicit derivations. 
B. We make repeated use of "Harris'  inequality" (see '[11]; see also 
[17] or, e.g., [3]), which states that if X1 , . . . ,  X a are mutually independent 
0-1 random variables, and Q,R ,are ¢nonotone decreasing events on 
{0, 1} a, then 
Pr(QR) > Pr (Q)Pr (R) .  (4) 
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Of course this implies that if one of Q, R is monotone decreasing and the 
other monotone increasing, then the inequality in (4) goes the other way. 
C. The following useful fact is due to Corrfidi (see [20, problem 
13.13]; we state the result in slightly greater generality). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. I f  X is a set o f  size v and Bp  . . . , B m are subsets o f  X 
o f  size at least r, any two o f  which have at most A elements in common,  then 
r2m 
v>_ 
r + (m - 1)A 
or equivalently, 
( r  - A )v  
m _< r 2 --  AU (5 )  
We usually use this when r 2 is large compared to Av (and so a is small 
compared to r) to show that essentially m does not exceed the number of 
r-sets that can be packed into X, namely, with the hypotheses of the 
proposition, 
) m ~ v / r  7 ---' 0 . (6) 
(We use f < g for lim sup( f /g )  < 1.) 
4. LEMMA AND ALGORITHM 
Henceforth we use G to denote a set of n pairs from V, in other words 
an n-edge graph on V. Note that 
]{G:G an n-edge graph on V}[ < n 2n = e 2nl°gn (7) 
For A ___ V we write A >- G if A contains an edge of G, and set 
NG(A ) = {x ~ V :x  ~G Y for some y ~A}.  
What we need from the randomness of ~ is contained in 
LEMMA 4.1. For any e > 0 the following hold a.s.: 
[A i O Aj[ < log n Vi v~ j; (8) 
[A,I < (1 + e)k  gi; (9) 
IAil > (1 - e)k  Vi; (10) 
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and VG 3i with 
A i~-G and INc(Ai)  (3Ajl < [(1 +e) (1 -e  2) + C l/a]k 
Vj v~ i. (11) 
(The reason for separating (9) and (10) appears below.) 
The rather involved proof of Lemma 4.1 is given in Section 5. (Proper- 
ties (8)-(10) are of course easy, but (11) causes a fair amount of trouble.) 
For the remainder of the present section we suppose Lemma 4.1 is true 
and deduce Theorem 2.1. To do so, it is enough to show that for any G 
LEMMA 4.2. For small enough constant e and large enough constant C, 
if Z satis]~es (8)-(11) then there exists F ~ Y with F ~- G. 
Despite the annoying technical difficulties in the proof of Lemma 4.1, 
Lemma 4.2 seems to us to be the main point in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
For the proof of Lemma 4.2, G is fixed and we set NG(X) = N(X)  for 
Xc_V.  
We construct F in stages, maintaining in the process a set Y from which 
we require F to be disjoint. Initially we set 
F=A,  Y=N(A) ,  
where A = A i ~ Y is as in (11). We must now expand F to a cover of Z 
without including any edges of G. 
Oth stage. This is a preliminary phase which covers edges of 
containing many vertices of high G-degree. Set 
W 1 = {x ~ V \  (F  U Y ) 'dG(X  ) > 2log 2 n). 
Then since 
Eda(x)  = 2n, (12) 
we have 
n 
m := I w~l ~ log 2 n 
Set 6 = C-~/a and 
~'i = {B ~ ~T¢': IB N W 11 > ~Sk}. 
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Then by (8), (10), and (6) 
m 
I~ll ~ aT" (13) 
For B ~ ,-~1 let 
= (B N W1) \ U{B ' :B  4=B' E~.~I}. 
Then by (13) and (8) 
I~1 ~ 6k 
m log n n log n 
> 6k 6k 
6k ak log 2 n 
and (of course) 
B N B--; = O VB ~B' .  
be a random transversal of {B:B ~521} obtained by Let T _ W 1 
choosing, for each B ~ ~-~1, a vertex x e uniformly from B. Then for all 
{x, y} e G, 
Pr({x, y} g T) < (6k)-2,  
2n 




Pr dc(x  ) > -~ <-~. 
x 
the latter implying 
It follows that we may choose a transversal T of the sets B satisfying 
T ~- G, (14) 
4n 4k  
E de(x )  < - • (15) 
x~r - 6k C2(~ 
and 
To complete the 0th stage we update: 
F= FU T, Y= YU N(T) .  
582a/68/2-7 
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Let V 1= VN(YUFU W a) and 
~1 = {B O V t :B  ~dY' ,B  (3F= 0}.  
It is now enough to add to F a cover F a _c V 1 of ~f l  containing no edge of 
G. (Note that there are no edges of G joining F and Vp) Note that since 
,U x _ ,U \Ss'  1 we have for B ~ • l - - say  B = B' N V 1 with B' ~ ~,~, B' C~ 
F=O- -  
IBI >__ IB'I- (IB'n N(A)I + IB'N Wll + IN(T)I) [ 4] 
> (1 - e)k  - (1 + e)(1 - e -2) + C -1/2 q- a q- ~ k 
= Ok, 
where 0 = (1 + e)e -2 - (2e + 2C 1/2 + 4C-3/2) and we are using (10), 
the fact that A satisfies (11), the definition of ~'1, and (15). 
We choose e small enough and C large enough that (say) 
0 > ~.  (16) 
We now confine our attention to V~ and write H for the set of edges of 
G contained in V 1. For this main phase of the construction it is convenient 
to write Z (i) for the partial cover at the end of stage i, X (° -- NH(Z(O), 
and 
~(i) = {B ~ ~"¢1 : B C3 Z (i) = 0} ,  
the set of still uncovered edges of ,Up 
Initially we set 
Z (°) =X (°) = O, 3,(0) = ~'~1" 
We seek to maintain the property that at the end of each stage we have 
IB \X (° I  _ Ok~2 VB ~ 3,(i). (17)N 
For a fixed i we use Z, X, and 3, for the evolving partial cover, 
neighborhood thereof, and set of uncovered edges of Y~ during stage i. 
At any point in this stage, vertices of V 1 \ (Z  u X)  will be called legal. 
The stage consists of two parts: 
(a) Choose a legal vertex z of maximum H-degree, add z to Z and 
Nz4(Z) to X, and delete from 3" any edges containing z. 
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For the second part, repeat (b) below until either 
(i) (17) holds, or 
(ii) B _cX for some B ~ N: 
(b) If (17) is violated, choose some violator B ~ ~ and w ~ B. Add w 
to Z and Nl4(W) to X, and delete from ~ any edges containing w. 
Stage i terminates when either (i) or (ii) occurs, and we then update 
Z (i) = Z, etc. 
To prove Lemma 4.2 we need only show that this process never gets 
stuck, that is, that (ii) never occurs. (Then the algorithm eventually 
terminates with if(i) = O and (17) satisfied vacuously.) 
Suppose the contrary. That the algorithm gets stuck (in stage i) means 
that there is some B ~ f lu - l )  for which, if z is the vertex chosen in (a), 
and w l . . . . .  Wq are the vertices chosen in (b) of stage i, then 
q 
B\X  (i- ') c_NI4(Z ) U U NH(wj)"  
j=] 
Since z ,w i ~ V I c_ V \  W 1 and IB \ X(i-1)I >_ Ok~2, this gives 
Ok~2 OCfn  
q > 1 - 1. (18) 
- 21og 2n 4log 2n 
Let 
P [ 4 log 2 n k log2 n]  
Let B1 . . . . .  Bp be the edges dealt with in the first p iterations of step (b) 
in all stages of the algorithm, and let X* be the value of X immediately 
after the pth iteration. (Note that we use (18) to guarantee that we 
perform (b) at least p times.) Then 
IBj n X* t  > Ok~2,  j = 1 . . . . .  p. (19) 
On the other hand, we will show that X* is fairly small. 
Observe first that when we choose z in (a), each edge of ~ contains at 
least Ok/2  legal vertices, so that 
l~jOk CO 
d~(z )  >_ Y'~ dw(v) /n  > - - -  
v legal - 2n 2 fn  ]~j'  
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If we set ~" = C0/2 it follows that 
I~(i)1 _< (1 - ~'/~/n-)ilXll < e-U/~/~[Xxl  , 
whence the total number of stages is at most 
~--1 v%-log[~ll < 2~ "-I ~- log n. 
Since a repetition of (a) or (b) adds at most 2 log 2 n vertices to X, we thus 
have 
IS*l _< (2g "-a fn-log n +p)21og2 n
4~ "-1 ~- log  3 n =: m. 
It then follows from (6) (using (8)) that 
m 
[{B ~ ~ :[B C~ X*I > Ok/2}l ~ Ok~2 0(log 3 /7). 
This contradicts (19). 
Thus our procedure cannot get stuck and we have proved Lemma 4.2. 
5. PROOF OF LEMMA 4.1 
Denote by Q, Q', and E the events (8) A (9), (10), and 
{VG 3i satisfying (11)}, 
respectively. 
It is easy to see, using (2), (3), that 
Pr(Q) + Pr(Q -v) = o(1). 
Our main task is to show 
Pr(E[Q)  = o(1),  
which combined with (20) gives 
Pr(O A Q' A E) < er (Q)  + er(Q --7) + Pr(E IQ)  
= o(1) ,  
proving the lemma. 
(20) 
(21) 
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Let E G be the event that (11) holds for G. We show that for any G 
Pr (~ lQ)  < e -anI°gn "}- e -bnl°gn, (22) 
where 
a = e2e-3C2D/4, 
b = (C /30  - log3)(1 - e)e-3C2D. 
This with (7) implies (21), provided the constants a, b are larger than 2. 
But evidently, for any fixed e, we may choose C and then D large enough 
that a, b are large. (The only other constraints on these parameters are 
that e be small and C large enough for (16).) 
For the proof of (22) we take a few preliminary steps to reduce the 
problem to Lemma 5.1 below. 
For the remainder of the proof we fix G and write N(A) for No(A). 
ForA ,  B_cV,  wr i teA  ~B if 
IN(A) ¢? BI > [(1 + e)(1 - e -2) + C-1/2]k ,  
Let 
w = {x v:  de(x )  > n/k},  
I=  {i ~ [M] :A  i ~ G ,A  0 W= Q}, 
and J = [M] \ I .  By (12), ]W[ < 2k. Thus for a random A c V chosen 
according to (1) we have, using (4), 
Pr(A ¢ -G ,A  n W=Q)  > (1 -  (k /n)Z) lC l (1-k/n)  Iwl>e -3c2. (23) 
Let 
R = {Ill-> (1 - s)e-3CM}. 
Since R is a monotone decreasing event, it follows from (23), (2), and (4) 
that (for e not too large) 
Pr(R]Q)  < Pr(R)  < exp[-¼e2e-3C2i] = exp[-anlogn]. 
So for (22) we just need 
Pr(EaPQ A R) < e -b'~°g" (24) 
Partition Q n R according to the values of I and the sets A i for j ~ J. 
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Thus we have I c [M]  and Aj c V for j ~ J = [M]  \ I  with 
[II -> (1 - e)e -3CM,  
IZil < (1 + e)k  Vj ~ J, 
and 
IA i n Aft < log n V/, j ~ J. 
(We also know that for each j ~ J either Aj >- G or Aj N W v~ •, but we 
make no use of this fact.) 
For the remainder of the proof we fix a specification S of I and 
(A  t : j ~ J), as above. Of course for (24) it is enough to show 
Pr (~ lO N R n S) < e -bn'°gn (25) 
Note that choosing ~ under this conditioning amounts to choosing 
(A i • i E I). Note also that 
S n E G ~ F := {Vi ~ 1 3j ~ [ M ], A i -+ Aj} 
(F, of course, depends on I, but I is fixed), so (25) is implied by 
Pr(F IQ N R N S) < e -bnl°gn (26) 
With any (A  i : i ~ I)  for which F holds, we may associate some function 
f: I -~ [M] satisfying 
A i ~ AT(i) Vi. 
Note that since A~ ~- G for i ~ I, we can never have f ( i )  = i. It is then 
easy to see that there is some I' __ I with 
I/'1 _> 111/3, (27) 
f ( i )  ~ 1' Vi ~ I'. (28) 
Rephrasing (28) we have 
'qi ~ I' 3j  ~ [M]  \ I ' ,  Z i --*Zj. (29) 
Denote this event by F(I'). We show that for I' satisfying (27), 
Pr( F(  I')IQ n R n S) < (2e -C /m)  wl, (30) 
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so that according to the above discussion we have 
Pr(FIQ N R N S) < (2e-C/l°)ll'121q 
< (3e-C/3o) fll 
e -bn  log n 
proving (26). 
For the remainder of the discussion we fix I' _c I satisfying (27). Again 
we may partition Q G R N S according to (A j" j ~ I \ I'), where, because 
of Q, we have, setting J' = [M] \ I', 
[Ai[ < (1 + e)k Vj ~ J', (31) 
[AiFhAi[ <logn Vi , j~ J ' ( i= /= j ) .  (32) 
We show that for any such specification T of (A j" j ~ J') 
Pr( F( I')IQ n R N S N T) < (2e-C/1°) Irl, (33) 
which gives (30). 
Now choosing ~ conditioned on Q n R N S N T amounts to doing: 
(a) choose (A t • i ~ I') with A i c_ V \  W according to 
Pr (x~Ai )  =p Vx~VkW,  i~ I ' ,  (34) 
these events mutually independent; and 
(b) condition this experiment on 
IAil < (1 + e)k Vi ~ I', 
[AiNAj[ <logn Vi~I ' , j~[M] , iq~j ,  
and 
A i ~- G Vi E I'. 
But now again applying (4), we find that the conditioning in (b) cannot 
increase the probability of F(I'). That is, if we just choose (Ai:  i ~ I') 
according to (34) and denote the corresponding probabilities by Pr*, then 
Pr( F( I')IQ N R N S C3 T) < Pr*(F( I ' ) ) .  
This was the last of our reductions. To complete the proof of (33) and the 
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lemma, we now need only show 
Pr*(F( I ' ) )  < (2e-C/l°) Irl. (35) 
Let us simplify our notation a little by setting 
U = V \  W = {,xl . . . .  , x r} ,  
= {Aj: j  ~J '}  = {B1,... ,Bs}. 
Since the sets Ai, i ~ I', are now mutually independent, (35) is the same 
as  
LEMMA 5.1. If A is a random subset of U chosen according to (34), then 
Pr(BB ~,  A ~ B) < 2e -c/1°. (36) 
Proof. For j = 1, . . . ,  s let Xj = IN(A) fl Bjl. We first show that 
E[Xj] ~ (1 + e)(1 - e-2)k. (37) 
Proof of (37). For x ~ B := Bj we have 
Pr(x ~ N(A))  = 1 - (1 _p)dV(,)~ 1 -- exp[-Pdu(x)].  
Thus 
E[Xj] = ~., P r (x~N(A) )  - 
x~B 
On the other hand, 
E du(z) <_ E d (x) <_ 2n, 
x~B x~B 
so that, by convexity (in d) of exp[-pd], 




E (1 - exp[-pdv(x)]). 
x~B 
E[Xj] <_ ]B ] (1 -  exp[-2pn/lB]]) 
< (1 +e)k  1 -exp  ( l+-~)k  
< (1 + e)(1 - e-2)k 
(using (31)). | 
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For i ~ [r] and j ~ [s] let 
di,j = dB~(x3, 
q=pEd2,. 
To complete the proof of Lemma 5.1, we must show that the X]s are 
unlikely to be much bigger than their means. 
Set 
n 
d - - -  
k log 2 n ' 
% '=P E d2  l , j ,  
i : d~,j>d 
5,, = 5 
Note that since, for all j, 




~"=P E d2 i,~ < 2pnd - (38) 
i: di, j <_d log 2 rt 
We work with oJ rather than % because E%' is small, as we now show. 
For i such that d < di < n /k  set 
By (6) 
Let 
~i  = {B~ ~ : di, i >_ d}. 
~i[ <- d i /d  <- l°g 2 n. (39) 
d( = { [( N(  xi) (') Bj) \ U{B " B ~'~i  \ {Bj}}[ if BJ ~ i  
"J 0 otherwise. 
That is, for Bj ~ ' i ,  d'i,j is the number of vertices of N(x  i) belonging to Bj 
but to no other edge of ~',. 
By (39) and (32), if Bj ~.~i  then 
d'i, j >_ di, j - log 3 n >_ (1 - log 3 n/d)  di,j, 
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t 2 
(d id )  > (1 -8)  d2. (40) 
where 3 = 2 log 3 n/d  = 2C log s n~ fn .  (Apologies for recycling 8 and O 
in this section.) 
and 
Now 
d'id < d i < n /k  
~d~, j  < ~d i <_ 2n, 
i j i 
so that (by Cauchy-Schwarz) we have the promised bound on F~o~: 
E~ -t ~ (1 -- 8 ) - IpE  E(dr i , j )  2 < 2(1 - 8) in. I 
j i j 
Set 0 = C -1/2 and A = Ok. 
LEMMA 5.2. 
P r (X  i - EXj  >_ A) 
exp[ - (1  - o(1)) A2/(4%')] 
exp[ -0C2/2]  
( C 20~t///) 0C2/2 
11-2 
if ~ > On~2 
i fn / (eC  2) < ~' < On~2 
i fN /c  2 _< o;' </ / / (eC 2) 
if < N /c  2 
(41) 
Pr(r  i=  1) =p,  Pr(r  i=0)  = 1 -p .  (42) 
(So A = {x i" z i = 1}.) Then 
Y = Y( r )  = IN(A) (3 Bjl. 
Proof. Fix j and set X i = Y, di, j = c i, ~ = ~r'. 
We need a martingale inequality ((45) below) from [16, 13] which gener- 
alizes the so-called "Azumas" or "Azuma-Hoeffding" inequality ([12, 2] 
or, e.g., [4, 21]). 
We equate choosing A with choosing rl, . . . ,  r, ~ {0, 1} mutually inde- 
pendent, each with 
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Let 
Y/= E[YI,r 1 . . . . .  ~-/], 
Zi= Vii-- Y i - l ,  
Z = ~Z i. 
(Thus Yo = E[Y], Yr = Y and Z = Y -  E[Y]  is the quantity of interest.) 
For ~-, z' ~ {0, 1} r and i ~ [r], write 
z~i  z' ifz~ =z ;V l# i .  
Define random variables W/ by 
Pr(W i = (1 -p )c , )  =p  
Pr(W i= -pc i )  = 1 -  p.  
Examination of Taylor series shows that for any a > 0, 
exp[ pa2c 2] if ac i _< 1 (43) 
E[e"W'] <- exp[pe '~c,] if ac i > 1. 
Remark. The present situation is unusual in requiring the second of 
these bounds: in most applications one has ac i small (or an analogous 
condition). On the other hand, if ac i is much bigger than log(I/p), then 
the second bound is weak and should be replaced, usually by exp[aci]; but 
in our case ac i will never be this large. 
Now clearly, 
T-- i  T '~ IY(~) -Y(T ' ) I  _< ci, 
and it is not too hard to see that this, together with (42), implies for any 
"Fl,''" ~Ti--D 
E[e~Z,l.r I . . . . .  T,_I ] < E[e"W,]. (44) 
But as noted in [16, 13], 
e[e _< I-[ max E[e~Zi l ' r l , . . . ,  "/-1]. (45) 
i=1 
Combining (45), (44), and (43), and using Markov's inequality, we have our 
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basic bound on the probability that Y is unpleasantly arge: 
r 
Pr (Y -  EY>_ A) < e-A'~l-IE[e ~'w'] 
i=1 
<exp[ -ha+pa2~ c2+p ~ e"Ci]. (46) 
i:o~ci<~l i :ac i> l 
It is convenient to have a worst case bound for the last expression on 
the right hand side of (46). Suppose (as will always be the case) that 
O<a<l /d .  
Then 
[ n , k ,~ 
~_, e~Ci<maxlea2~O',ne~n/ko" ) . (47) 
i : o:ci> l 
Proof. We claim that the right hand side of (47) is an upper bound on 
Ee ~ ~7 whenever 
and 
~-~ Yi < no"/k (48) 
OL-2 -~ ~i -~ (H /k )  2 Vi. (49) 
This gives (47) when we set Yi = c2. (Note that we have (48) and the lower 
bound in (49) because of the limits of summation in (47), while the upper 
bound in (49) follows from x i E U.) 
To verify the claim, consider the function 
The derivative, 
g(y) = y 1 e~/7. 
g'(y) = ly -Z(av /~ - 2)e~/~, 
shows that in the range (49) 
max g(y)  = max(g(a -2) ,  g((n/k)2)} 
= maxIoFe , (k /n )2e~" / r '} .  
So in view of (48) we have the claim. | 
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Combining (46) and (47) yields 
logPr (Y -  EY> A) < -Ace + ce2~r + max ece2o -', n e~n/k~r ' . (50) 
The proof  of Lemma 5.2 consists of evaluating this bound for an 
appropr iate ce depending on the value of o-'. 
Case 1. If  o-' > On/2 ,  set 
ce = A/(2~r')  < k /n .  
In this case we have 
so (50) becomes 
(using (38)). 
Case 2. If  
cec i < 1 Vi, (51) 
P r (Y  - EY > A) < exp[-Ace + ce2o'] 
1 
< exp - (1  - o (1) )  4~r--- 7 
n On 
<o-' ~- -  
eC 2 - 2 ' 
set ce = k /n .  Here again we have (51), and (50) reduces to 
P r (Y  - EY > A) < exp[ -Ace + ce2~r] 
-< exp[ -OC 2 + (k /n )2(On/2) ]  
=exp[ -OC2/2] .  
Case 3. If  
! /~ ?l 





Then (50) is 
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k n 
a = --n log C 2o-' " 
n [k ]2 [  z n ~ o-") 
logPr (Y -  EY>_ A)_< -0C2 log~7,  + /n  ) /log ~--T~7~,)(o-' + 
t +maxl~e - n] \  K .o /  \ 
(54) 
Now for every x > 0 we have 
n 4n 
e2C 2 x 1ogZ~x x _< 
(the maximum is attained at x = ne-2C 2), so that 
< 4(e -2 + e - l ) .  (55) 
On the other hand (again using (38)), 
n [k~i2[ 2 n ~ ,, 
< C 2 log -tO + ~log  . (56) 
Combining (55) and (56), and noting that log(n/C2o -') < ½log n, we find 
that (54) implies, e.g., 
e r ( r  - EY > A) < (CZar'~n) °c2/2. (57) 
Finally, for or' < fn /C  2 we set a = (k /2n) log  n, and (50) Case 4. 
becomes 
19C2 
Pr(Y - EY > A) < exp - --~--log n c2  kt2 1 + ~( log  ~ n)o- + ~- ~ '  
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(the maximum in (47) is clearly the second value in this case), and as a 
weak consequence (note the second and third terms in the exponent are 
less than 1), 
P r (Y -EY>_A)  <n 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.2. | 
For Lemma 5.1 we use 
Set 
2 (58) 
Pr(3B ~3,  A + B) _< Y', Pr(Xj - EXj >_ A). 
J 
n On } . t 
12= J.ec 2 <- ~ < ~-  
6= ; -~ <_ o-,' < TU 
h= J~:<-U ' 
and write (j for the bounds of Lemma 5.2, that is, 
exp[ -  (1 - o(1))a2/(4%')] 
exp[ -0C2/2]  
~J :  (C20..f/t7)'0C2/2 
11-2 
so that 
if j ~ 11 
if j ~ 12 
i f j~ I  3 
i f j~ I  4 
EPr (X j  - Ex; > A) <_ Y'.~j. 
Bounding the right hand sum, repeatedly using (41), is now easy. 
For 11 an easy calculation shows that, subject o (41), 
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is maximized when some oJ is 2(1 - 6 ) - in  and the rest are 0, implying, 
e.g., that 
E Cj ~-- exp[ -O2C2/ IO] .  (59)  
jE11 
For 12 we have, again using (41), 
~'j < 2(1 - a)- leC2e -0C2/2. 
j~ l  2 
(60) 
For 13 we have 
(c2) 
E ~'i < 2(1 - a) - 'eC  2 n 
jEI3 n eC 2 
= 2(1 - 6)- leCZe-°C2/2, 
a consequence of (41) and the fact that ~ < n/eC 2. 
Finally, 





Combining the inequalities (59)-(62) we have (36) (for sufficiently large 
C). I 
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